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GOOD TO KNOW ! by WERNER GATTIKER AND JONATHAN CARTWRIGHT

The Rayon Types:   D. Rayon III ( Zumstein 18, 19 and 20)   

The Rayon III stamp (15 Rp. denomination) can be 
regarded as an “emergency stamp”. A completely 
revised postage rate structure based on the new 
Federal Franc currency was to be introduced on 
1st Jan. 1852, and the plan was to release a new 
set of stamps, the “Strubel” series, at the same 
time.  However,  as  the  Strubels  were  nowhere 
near  ready,  and  a  15  Rp.  stamp  was  urgently 
needed  for  the  new  longer  distance  national 
letter  rate,  it  was  decided  to  produce  at  short 
notice a single-colour RAYON III 15 Rp. stamp. 

Zumstein 18 and 19 (small figure 15 and either Rp. or Cts.) 

In recognition of the french and italian language areas Rayon III stamps exist in two versions, one denominated 
“Rp.” and one “Cts.” Because of time pressure there was no way that completely new stones could be drawn and  
be ready for 1st January 1852, and so the lithographer Durheim proposed to adapt parts of the now defunct Orts-
Post plate. The first vertical row of that old plate was too badly worn, but vertical rows 2 and 3 (i.e. a block of 10)  
were adapted by replacing the inscriptions and by adding vertical hatching in the centre to represent the Swiss  
cross, which allowed printing in just one colour, red. This original block of 10 (i.e. Types 1 to 10) was duplicated  
onto the actual printing stone several times, but there were only ever 10 Types for these two Rayon III stamps. It  
should be noted that the Types of Z.18 are identical to the corresponding Types of Z.19, except that the “Cts.” 
replaces the “Rp.” 

For Type recognition the now familiar differences beween types will serve here in the same way as with the other  
Rayons,  i.e.  the  squiggly  background  pattern,  the  differently  shaped  and  sized  letters  and  figures,  and  the  
sometimes slightly erratic spacing between letters of “Rayon”. But even more striking is the often carelessly drawn 
vertical hatching representing the red colour of the Swiss flag. Note how the lines run into the white surround on  
the sides and especially on top in different ways, as in the examples shown below:

                         
                Type 1                          Type 4                            Type 8

Also, typical for Types 5, 7 and 9 of Zumstein 18 and 19, is an oblique scratch line running from the top left of Type 
5, through Type 7 and into the top centre of Type 9. The line is retouched out of the white areas but clearly shows  
elsewhere on the designs.      
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Zumstein 18           Zumstein 19                  Zumstein 20
     Type 9                             Type 5                       Type 10
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Zumstein 20 (large figure 15) 

When it was clear that the printings of Zumstein 18 and 19 would not last in view of the continued delays in the  
Strubel issue, a second emergency printing was needed. It is not known whether the plates for Z. 18 and 19 were  
too worn or whether they had been defaced after printing, but the printers had to start again from scratch for 
Zumstein 20. They used again two vertical rows from the old Orts-Post plate, this time rows 4 and 5, for a similar  
original block of 10. Again all the inscriptions and the central cross had to be drawn in 10 times, resulting in 10 
Types that were DIFFERENT from those of Zumstein 18 and 19. All figures of values were much taller than in  
Zumstein 18, and no “Cts.” denominated stamps were produced this time. 

In  order  to  determine  the  Type  of  a  given  stamp,  use  the  Type  Table  on  the  Society  Website  www.swiss-
philately.co.uk (click on “Federal Issues”) and again carefully examine the background squiggles, the shape, size  
and position of the figures and the lettering. The vertical hatching has been executed far more carefully and is less  
useful than with Z.18 and 19 for Type recognition.

Hint 3 on Rayon I from Jonathan Cartwright

After  completing  his  40 dawings,  the designer  (name unknown, 
but probably an employee of Durheim the printer) proceeded to 
draw in  cutting  lines  on all  four  sides  of  each design,  as  these 
stamps were imperforate. When he came to do the right hand cut 
line  bordering  types  32  and  40  (and  possibly  exhausted  by  his 
previous labours!), he suddenly noticed that if he continued on the 
downward  line  he  had  started,  he  would  eventually  leave  an 
insufficient  margin  at  the  bottom  right  hand  corner. 
Understandably,  rather  than  start  again  and  re-design  the  40 
types, he simply shifted his ruler a bit to the right, and redrew the 
line from the top of the type 40. This little error is unique to the 
type, so if you have a Rayon I with a double cut line at the right 
hand margin, it is a type 40.

With the conclusion of the main Rayon Plating articles, Werner would like to repeat his offer of supplying printed  
type tables free to those members without access to the internet. £1 (inland) or £3 (abroad) for postage and  
packing would be appreciated. 

Finally, a few hints when accessing the type tables on the Society Website  www.swiss-philately.co.uk : On the 
homepage choose "Swiss Philatelic Information", then "Federal Issues". You will find the type tables at the end of  
the Federal Issues Page, but to actually use the type tables, it is important to download the enlargements by 
clicking the links beneath each type table, and it is recommended to further enlarge the images by pressing the +  
button to really see the types in detail.  When printing the tables, choose the highest resolution your printer 
offers,  use  full-colour  rather  than  black  and  white,  and  use  "auto"  or  "photo",  not  "text"  to  get  the  best 
reproduction. It may also be necessary to choose "fit page" especially if you do not use A4 size paper.

NEW MEMBER
A warm welcome to another new recruit - John Nicholson who resides in the Isle of Man. John tells u s that his 
particular interests are the Early Definitives and Pro Juventute.

             Werner  Gattiker 
For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
• Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.

• "Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

• Liechtenstein also available.
     Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 -  werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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THE POSTAL HISTORY OF ADELBODEN (PART FIVE)                                                                                            ALAN GREEN

P.T.T. Bildpostkarten

The Swiss Tourist Office suggested to the Post Office that picture postcards be introduced using postal stationery 
cards depicting drawings or photographs of landscapes, cities and other views of all parts of Switzerland.

Following  the  adoption  of  the  idea  invitations  to  municipalities  to  participate  led  to  a  number  responding 
positively. Pictorial representations submitted by the local authorities were printed on the address side of the card 
to the left of the heading.

Post Office announcement (PTA) Nr. 21 dated 28.5.1923 announced the release of the first cards to the public and  
the prices at  which they would be sold – 20 x 10c cards @ Sfr.2 ;  28 x 25c cards @ Sfr.7. Twenty locations 
appeared on inland postal stationery cards and twenty-eight views on the foreign rate cards. Over the years a 
number of cards with slightly different designs were issued. Some card types were issued in several "series"  with 
different views or view inscriptions. Not all the views used were re-issued in subsequent series.  

In 1924 the foreign post card rate was reduced to 20c but only twenty views were printed. One year later, a series 
consisting of twenty-nine pictures was placed on sale. Whilst inland postal bildpostkarten stationery continued  
both during and after the Second World War foreign rate cards were not printed after 1940.

The charge imposed on the 'advertiser' was dependent on whether the card was for inland or foreign rate. For  
example Sfr.150 per 500,000 inland rate cards and Sfr.100 per 50,000 foreign rate cards were the charges quoted  
in PTA Nr. 10 dated 23.1.1935.

From the start of World War II, the pictures on the cards had to be referred to and passed by a censor before they  
could be used. The clearance was printed alongside the view.

Adelboden was represented for the first time on a 1927 inland card, but it was not until 1933 that a foreign rate 
picture  card bore a  view connected  with  the village.  Adelboden's  ultimate  20c.  Card  was  released  in  1938.  
Illustrations of the many cards issued over the years which featured views of Adelboden and vicinity are shown  
below.

The final issue of these cards in Switzerland was made in 1964 with thirty-two different pictures appearing on  
inland rate cards. Adelboden was not amongst them; its last issue having been printed in 1962.

Illustrations of Postal Stationery Cards featuring Adelboden ("Zumstein Ganzsachen Schweiz 20I0". The first date  
quoted is when the picture-card type was first issued or proposed at a national level; the second is when the  
specific picture of Adelboden was first issued on that picture-card type; the third is the date of cancellation). 

Above from top:   Z107 Green 10c. 21.11.1925,  28.2.27,  8.10.27; 
Z119 Brown 10c. 21.6.1929,  21.6.29,  19.12.29;     Z141 Rose 20c. 29.4.1935, 29.4.35,  Mint.      
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Above from top:  Z141 Rose 20c.  29.4.1935,  15.1.36,  27.8.36;       Z139 Violet 10c.  12.6.1935,  15.1.36,  8.10.40
n.b. Adelboden cancel. This picture was used again on a Violet 10c. card issued in booklets in 1939 and on two  
further versions in 1940 printed on different watermarked papers - "Cross and Pattern" and "Posthorn and Bi";  
Z158 Red-brown 10c. 23.8.1941,  15.1.42,  14.4.43. n.b. The World War II Censor's clearance number is printed  
alongside the picture of the swimming pool.     

Above:  Z182 Olive green 10c. 1.11.1949,  15.10.50,  12.2.54;        Z182 Green 10c. 1.11.1949,  24.7.58,  4.11.59; 
Z193 Green 10c. 20.2.1961,  20.2.61,  11.4.64;      Z193 Green 10c. 20.2.1961,  16.9.63,  8.8.64.
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Above from top:   Z182 Green 10c.  1.11.1949,  1.11.49,  Mint;    Z182 Brown 10c.  1.11.1949,  1.12.55,  Mint;  
Z182 Brown 10c.  1.11.1949,  5.3.57,  10.5.59;          Z193 Green 10c.  20.2.1961,  16.9.63,  19.11.65. – presumably,  
at least partly, sponsored by Swiss Postbus.

Reference: "Die Ganzsachen der Schweiz" – Zumstein & Cie. Bern.

INTERESTED IN LIECHTENSTEIN? - READ ON!                                                                                                PAUL TREMAINE
I have been at the helm of the 'Liechtenstudy' Group based in the USA since 2005 and have been a member since  
1982. I am an 'appointed officer' of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society, representing the Group. I started  
collecting the stamps of Liechtenstein when I was nine years old and first visited Liechtenstein on business in 1972  
which led to a life-long interest in the country. 

The 'Liechtenstudy' Group currently has around 35 members in the United States, around four in Canada and 
around 40 in other parts of the world (Australia, India, Japan and many in Europe). I put out an email to our 
members on a semi-regular basis, usually every other month or so, and at least four times a year. We have a  
number of people seeking to sell via the philatelic group so I may start an auction in the Fall. Up until 2012 the  
membership charge was US$7.50 per year, but I have not charged anything since that year.

Although the members of 'Liechtenstudy' are interested in many aspects of Liechtenstein, many are particularly  
interested in its philately. There are several active members, including myself, who are keen on philatelic research,  
in particular on revenues, stamped paper and seals. Other specialist interests include the 1930 definitives, the  
syndicate issues of 1920 and the stamp designs of Luigi Casimir. I have digitized all my collection in high-resolution 
colour to help with the research. I  have around 4,000 scans of: FDCs, Catapult  Flights, First Flights,  Varieties,  
Essays, Proofs, Revenues, Souvenir Pictures, Picture Postcards – just about anything you can think of philatelically  
related to the Principality.

To become a member all one needs to do is to send me their email address and voila, they’re in! My email address  
is: tremaine@liechtenstudy.org I’ll be happy to send them a few of the older ‘issues’ and if they have a particular  
speciality, or are interested in other subjects such as culture, cooking or customs I can send them older copies  
with recipes, pictures or the details of websites that they can peruse.
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THE HEINZ KATCHER MEMORIAL PRESENTATION – PRO PATRIA 1961-2012  PART 2                            NORTON WRAGG 
This is the final part of this article. Part 1 was in the September edition (pp. 71, 72)

International Mail

                                           Fig. 9                                                                                              Fig. 10  
From 1961 to 1971 International mail continued to be a two tier service – surface mail, at a fixed rate, or airmail  
with an additional charge dependent on the destination. The fixed rate was charged per 20g but the airmail rate  
was based on 5g steps. This does produce some fine mixed frankings of the issues, particularly if other services  
are charged for. The 1969 registered cover to Florida (Fig 9 above) shows the weight as 55g. The third tier of the 
letter rate was Sf1.10 for up to 60g and the airmail surcharge was Sf3.00 for 55-60g, Registration fee was 50c. I am  
always happy if I can find unusual destinations as this example to Castries, St Lucia in 1970 (Fig 10 above). There  
was also an international Express letter service and this example to Osnabruck in W. Germany (Fig 11 below) was  
posted at 5 pm in Locarno and arrived at its destination 24 Hours later. The fee for this service was Sf1.20

                                              Fig. 11                                                                                          Fig. 12
From 1st  July  1971  international  airmail  services  were  consolidated  into  4  bands  and  a  rate  introduced  for  
countries in the European Postal Union (CEPT). This makes it interesting to find airmail letters to the Soviet Block  
in Europe, as this example to Czechoslovakia, which was charged at the first international band A (Fig 12 above).  
Letters above 20g to CEPT countries were charged as surface mail as this example to W. Germany in 1981 [Sf1.60 +  
Sf1.00 registration fee] (Fig. 13 on the next page). Another unusual destination is this 1977 letter to Papua New  
Guinea which was in Band D (Fig. 14).
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                                          Fig. 13                                                                                         Fig. 14  

In 1981 the distinction between surface and airmail was abolished and the international bands, outside CEPT,  
were reduced to Europe/Med. and the Rest of the World. This 1989 letter to the United States (Fig. 15 below)  
illustrates the 20g rate for the Rest of the World. In 1991 the A and B services used internally were extended to  
international mail (Fig. 16). 

                                           Fig. 15                                                                                       Fig. 16  
As with inland mail it is very difficult to find mail to the Rest of the World franked with only Pro Patria stamps. This  
1994 letter to the United States is one of the latest I have (Fig. 17 below).

I volunteered to lead a study group for the charity issues over 12 months ago but my work on various displays has  
meant that I have not produced much as yet. If this article has sparked your interest in this area of Swiss Philately  
please let me know and I will try to get the group up and running this winter. If you have any interesting items to  
share please let me know and I will spread the word. Finally I am always looking for interesting material so, if you  
have anything you wish to dispose of please let me know (via the Editor).

                                                                                                Fig. 17
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NEWS FROM THE SOCIETY’S LIBRARIAN                                                                                                           BOB MEDLAND 

Whilst this issue of the Newsletter is going to press, hopefully offers will be flying in for the second round of sales  
of redundant library items. In the meantime, here is news of recent new (and old!) additions to the library. Firstly,  
the society has recently acquired the expensive 'Schweizerisches Luftposthandbuch (Airmail Handbook) 2013'. 
This latest edition runs to a staggering 948 pages though as it is softback and printed on 80g paper the weight is  
not prohibitive for posting. As well as providing the latest catalogue prices for special airmail covers from 1919 to  
2012 it has 26 sections listing everything that there is to list about Swiss airmail. Special cancels, Zeppelin flights,  
mail from crashed flights, postcards and airmail Feldpost, it’s all in there. Secondly, as a result of a trawl of the 
entire library, a number of unlisted items have come to light that may be of interest to members:

Title Publisher Date Language
Weight 
(gm) Comments

Schweizerisches 
Luftposthandbuch 2013

Verlag 
Multiprint

2013 G 1,100
Complete revision of all 
aspects of Swiss 
airmail + prices

Mainly Covers (issues 1 - 3)
John 

Cordingley
2009/1

0
E 150

Privately published 
writing up of assorted 
covers, parcels tags etc

Deciphering Postal Marks 
on Swiss mail to France 
1828-45

Harlan F 
Stone

1990 E 50

Explanation of pre-
philately marks and 
calculations of postal 
rates

Le Service Postal au Pays 
de Vaud

J-J Winkler 1955 F 100
Well-illustrated booklet 
on the history of Vaud 
postal service

Saint-Gall: Haut-lieu de 
l'Histoire Postale Suisse

? ? F 200
A4 photocopy of St 
Gallen postal history

TURNER'S TRAVELS IN SWITZERLAND - The great British topographical illustrator and painter of the 'sublime', 
Joseph Mallord William Turner, visited Switzerland many times in his distinguished career. Not least in the 
1840s, when during his last four tours of the country he produced no less than 600 drawings and 150 small  
watercolours. His choice of subjects emphasised the grandeur of the scenery and the difficulties and dangers 
of  travel  on  the  Continent  in  the  first  half  of  the  C19th.  They  included  the  areas  around  the 
Wierwaldstättersee, Lakes Thun, Brienz and Constance, Zürich, the Rhine and the awesome alpine scenery over 
the St. Gotthard Pass. Those members interested in dicovering more might try to catch the award-winning film  
currently out on general release and featuring the great man, 'Mr. Turner', or the retrospective of his works  
entitled 'Late Turner: Painting Set Free' at Tate Britain in London until 25th January 2015. (Editor)

FORTHCOMING REGIONAL GROUP MEETINGS
Southern Group – Saturday 4  th   October 2014   with Eric Lienhard as the main speaker, showing 'Swiss National 
Exhibitions' followed by members' displays on something beginning with 'D, E and/or F'. Saturday 21  st     February   
2015 – 'Postage Due' with Martin Mantell and Bob Medland. Saturday 6  th   June   – David Colman, will entertain 
with 'Around Standing Helvetia and Other Material'. All meetings take place at the Cricketfield House Hotel,  
Wilton Road,  Salisbury,  Wiltshire  commencing  at  10.30.am.  Further  details  from Fred Hoadley  Tel.  01403  
711987.
Northern Group – their new season begins on Saturday 11  th   October 2014   with 'New Acquisitions/Members' 
Choice' (n.b. date changed from last notice) – all members to contribute material if they wish. Saturday  1  st   

November - 'Helvetia-Sitting and/or Standing' - all members. Saturday 13  th   December   - 'Tell and Tell Boy' - all 
members.  Saturday  7  th   March   2015 -  'Chairman's  Presentation'.  Saturday  11  th   April   -  AGM and 'Members' 
Choice'.  All  meetings  take  place  at  Corporation  Mill,  Sowerby  Bridge,  Yorkshire  commencing  at  2.00.pm.  
Further details from David Hope Tel: 0161 3030091.
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